
     As the bees  come and go through the trap they 
assume the deep super is an extension of their hive.

   Once the bee are coming and going through the 
hive you are ready to trap.  The trap will work best if 
you go into one of your hives and secure a frame 
which has some unsealed brood on it.  Don't take any 
bees, just the unsealed brood frame.  Place the frame 
in the trap.  Nurse bees, cleaners, etc. will come out 
to work this brood frame.  The queen may very well 
come out to see who is laying eggs in her house. 
Leave for one or two days, you should have enough 
bees to move.
   If you don't have enough bees in 2 or 3 days, place 
a thin piece of plywood over the end of the tunnel 
inside the trap.  Now the feral bees can only leave the 
colony by going through the small red funnel located 
in the bottom front of the inside tunnel.  The bees are 
now trapped inside the trap, because they can no 
longer return to the feral colony.  Field bees will be 
loaded with pollen and nectar and will deposit their 
load in the drawn combs inside the trap.  On their 
next trip they will deposit cargo in the trap because 
this is where they put their last load.  As more and 
more bees come through the funnel, the number of 
bees in the trap increases. Workers and drones will 
come through the funnel for cleansing flights and are 
also trapped.

   If your feral colony is a good one, you should have 
enough bees in 2 to 5 days.  You may just remove the 
frames with bees on them, or move the trap by sliding 
the trap from the tree,  block the end of the funnel, 
and move.  If you just take the frames, and wish to 
continue trapping, don 't forget to remove the 
plywood from the tunnel and let the bees come and 
go for a couple of days.  Before moving the trap, make 
sure the queen is not in the trap.  If she is, place her 
in the tunnel and she will go back to the feral colony. 


